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without the support of her fleets whatever the Understanding
with France and Russia may be. The efforts of the British
Govern-ment, seconded by that of Germany, to keep the peace
of Europe or at least localize the war, were as com-mendable
as they were manifestly sin-cere and to the immediate interest
of both. The struggle for the world s carrying trade is not
entirely con-fined to Great Britain and Germany, nor the
rivalry in building great fleets to defend it. French and Italian
and Austrian, even Russian and Japanese, packets ply many a
far distant main. Yet separately and combined they are minor
rivals. It is to be hoped that if the great ones can emulate each
other in peace for mercantile supremacy, they may combine to
maintain the unstable equilibrium of the balance of power to
which reference has been made. The internal politics...
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It in a single of the most popular publication. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am e ortlessly will get a delight
of studying a published book.
-- Aisha  Swift-- Aisha  Swift

These types of publication is the ideal ebook readily available. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been
developed in an extremely simple way and it is just following i finished reading through this publication in which
actually altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Lur a  Jenkins-- Ms. Lur a  Jenkins
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